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Abstract
Axion-like fields are naturally generated by a mechanism of anomaly cancellation
of one or more anomalous gauge abelian symmetries at the Planck scale, emerging as
duals of a two-form from the massless bosonic sector of string theory. This suggests
an analogy of the Green-Schwarz mechanism of anomaly cancellation, at field theory
level, which results in one or more Stueckelberg pseudoscalars. In the case of a single
Stueckelberg pseudoscalar b, vacuum misalignments at phase transitions in the early
Universe at the GUT scale provide a small mass - due to instanton suppression of the
periodic potential - for a component of b, denoted as χ and termed the ”axi-Higgs”,
which is a physical axion-like particle. The coupling of the axi-Higgs to the gauge
sector via Wess-Zumino terms is suppressed by the Planck mass, which guarantees its
decoupling, while its angle of misalignment is related to MGUT . We build a gauged
E6×U(1) model with anomalous U(1). It contains both an automatic invisible QCD
axion and an ultra-light axi-Higgs. The invisible axion present in the model solves
the strong CP problem and has mass in the conventional range while the axi-Higgs,
which can act as dark matter, is sufficiently light (10−22 eV < mχ < 10−20 eV) to
solve short-distance problems which confront other cold dark matter candidates.
∗claudio.coriano@le.infn.it, paul.h.frampton@gmail.com
1 Introduction
Axions have played a key role in offering a possible solution of the strong CP problem
(see [1, 2] for an overview) and searches for such particles have been pursued for a long
time by several experimental groups, so far with a negative outcome. Two distinctive
features of an axion solution - as derived from the original Peccei-Quinn (PQ) proposal [3]
and its extensions [4–7]- are:
1) the appearance of a single scale fa which controls both their mass and their coupling
to the gauge fields, via an a(x)FF˜ operator, where a(x) is the axion field and 2) their
non-thermal decoupling at the hadron phase transition, characterised by a mechanism of
vacuum misalignment. The latter causes axions to be a component of cold rather than hot
dark matter, even for small values of their mass, currently expected to be in the µeV-meV
range.
The tight experimental constraints derived from the mass/coupling (single scale) re-
lation have been evaded, at a pure phenomenological level, by assuming the existence of
”axion-like” particles with independent mass and couplings to the gauge sector (see [8] for
an overview).
A well-defined and complete gauge model where such interactions can be realized is string
theory, where several axion solutions are present, for many vacua and geometric compact-
ifications [9]. Moduli fields with flat potentials, of geometric origin, with either CP-even
or CP-odd properties, which generate axion-like (aF F˜ ) and dilaton (φFF ) interations
abound in such constructions, and are generically motivated in low energy phenomenolog-
ical descriptions. In supersymmetric theories, for instance, they are produced by Ferrara-
Zumino supercurrents by the superconformal anomaly multiplet [10] and can be conve-
niently discussed in specific extensions of the NMSSM with a Stueckelberg supermulti-
plet [11–13].
String axions have been studied in several earlier works [14–22]. However, it is of wide
interest to provide field theoretical realizations for such particles, at least in the CP-odd
case, within a well-defined gauge structure at lower energy, as discussed in [16]. This may
justify axion-like fields in the spectrum of an ordinary gauge theory, while at the same
time associate them to a fundamental principle such as a different mechanism of anomaly
cancellation, beyond ordinary charge assignment of a chiral fermion spectrum, as in the
case of the Standard Model.
This was the approach of [16], later investigated, independently from its string theory mo-
tivations [15], in bottom-up extensions of the Standard Model with one extra U(1) [13,23].
Such extensions incorporate a mechanism of gauge anomaly cancellations with the inclu-
sion of Wess-Zumino terms. Such a method, which can be viewed as the field theoretical
realization of the analogous Green-Schwarz mechanism of string theory, involves the gaug-
ing of an axionic symmetry and its breaking via an ”extra potential” with the inclusion of
the (real) Stueckelberg field - at least in the non supersymmetric case - beside the Higgs
system, in the scalar potential. Such extra potential was motivated just on symmetry
grounds in [16].
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A direct analysis of this term in [11, 24] entertained the possibility that such periodic
potential (Vp(Hi, b)), function of the Stuckelberg pseudoscalar b and the Higgs fields Hi,
could be generated at any phase transition, not just at the QCD one, and be periodic in a
component of b, denoted by χ, called in [16] ”the Axi-Higgs”. The Stuckelberg field is in
general rewritten in terms of the physical, gauge invariant component, χ, plus Goldstone
fields which disappear in the unitary gauge.
The mixing of CP-odd phases of the Higgs sector and the Stueckelberg, which takes from
b(x) to χ(x) in this scenario [24], parallels the mixing in the DFSZ (or weak) axion solution
[6,7] of the strong CP problem. Such phase-dependent potentials are naturally supported
by a non-abelian gauge theory, and their size related to either weak or strong instantons
[11].
Supersymmetric extensions of such constructions via a Stueckelberg supermultiplet [11,
12, 25] and studies of the relic density of χ have also been investigated.
In the case of supersymmetric models both scalars and pseudoscalar couplings can be
consistently described, due to the presence of a dilaton [11]. In both cases the fundamental
principle upon which such models are built is the cancellation of gauge anomalies with
Stueckelberg fields or Stueckelberg supermultiplets.
In this work we are going to present an extension of such formulations, in the non
supersymmetric case, to an E6 Grand Unified Theory (GUT), suitably generalized, which
opens the way to lifting the previous bottom-up scenarios up to the Planck scale. This
allows the possibility of setting the Stueckelberg mass MS , previously arranged around
the TeV scale [26–28] larger or equal to the GUT scale MS ≥MGUT , with the mass of the
anomalous U(1) gauge boson of the same order. The only extra assumption, in the scenario
that we discuss, is the existence of an anomalous U(1) symmetry, that we call U(1)X .
This can be naturally present at the Planck scale, with MS ∼MP lanck and realized in the
Stueckelberg form, by the dual of an antisymmetric rank-2 tensor Cµν coupled to the field
strength Bµν of the anomalous U(1), via a C∧ B interaction. Within superstring theory
models [29–31], due to the appearance of Fayet-Iliopoulos terms, such constructions are
naturally present. They carry significant implications for the breaking of supersymmetry
by gaugino condensation [32] and the generation of neutrino mass textures, which have
been extensively investigated in the past [33–37]. We build a plausible and realistic model
with the features that it is string-inspired and is a GUT which has both an invisible axion
and an ultra-light Stueckelberg pseudoscalar. The latter will be incorporated by a Green-
Schwarz mechanism to cancel the chiral anomaly of the U(1)X gauge symmetry. The key
requirement for the generation of a physical axion is the generation of the phase-dependent
potential mentioned above at the GUT scale MGUT , which induces Higgs-axion mixing.
The outcome of this construction is the appearance of a pseudoscalar which has been
invoked in order to solve several astrophysical shortcomings in the search for dark matter,
such as the missing satellite problem and others [9] which point towards an ultralight axion
in the 10−22 − 10−20 eV mass range.
2
2 The Stueckelberg phase
We consider a gauge symmetry of the form E6 × U(1)X , where the gauge boson Bµ is in
the Stueckelberg phase. We define Bα as the gauge field of U(1)X and Bαβ ≡ ∂αBβ−∂βBα
as the corresponding field strength and with gB its gauge coupling. The U(1)X carries an
anomalous coupling to the fermion spectrum, that will be specified below. As in [38] we
assume the presence of a term of the formMSC
αβBρσǫαβρσ in the bosonic sector, motivated
by low energy string theory. The 1-particle irreducible (1PI) effective Lagrangian of the
theory at 1-loop level takes the form
L = LE6 + LStueck + Lanom + LWZ, (1)
in terms of the gauge contribution of E6 (LE6), the Stueckelberg term LStueck, the anoma-
lous 3-point functions Lanom, generated by the anomalous fermion couplings to the U(1)X
gauge boson, and the Wess-Zumino counterterm (WZ) LWZ . The kinetic term for the
2-form Cαβ is the 3-form
Hαβγ ≡ ∂αCβγ + ∂γCαβ + ∂βCγα, (2)
whereupon the Stueckelberg addition to the E6 gauge Lagrangian
LE6 = −
1
4
F (E6)µνF (E6)µν , (3)
at tree level, is
LStueck = − 1
12
HαβγH
αβγ − 1
4
BαβB
αβ +
MS
4
ǫαβγδCαβBγδ. (4)
We treat Cαβ and Hαβγ as if independent in a first-order formalism and introduce the
Stueckelberg scalar b(x) as a Lagrangian multiplier to re-write
LStueck = − 1
12
HαβγH
αβγ − 1
4
BαβB
αβ − MS
6
ǫαβγδHαβγBδ +
1
6
b(x)ǫαβγδ∂αHβγδ. (5)
Integration by parts gives
Hαβγ = −ǫαβγδ (MSBδ − ∂δb(x)) (6)
which enables us to write the Stueckelberg part of the lagrangian as
LStueck = −1
4
BαβB
αβ − 1
2
(MSBα − ∂αb(x))2. (7)
In this final form, MS is the mass of the Stueckelberg gauge boson associated with U(1)X
which we can assume, as pointed out above, to be larger than the GUT scale, possibly
coinciding with the Planck scale, guaranteeing the decoupling of the axion around MGUT ,
due to the gravitational suppression of the WZ counterterms. The WZ contribution is the
combination of two terms
LWZ = c1 b(x)
MS
F (E6)µνF (E6) ρσǫµνρσ + c2
b(x)
MS
BµνBρσǫ
µνρσ (8)
needed for the cancellation of the U(1)XE6E6 and U(1)
3
X anomalies respectively, with c1
and c2 numerical constants fixed by the charge assignments of the model.
3
3 Gravitational Effects
It is well known that couplings to gravity can endanger the stability of invisible axion
solutions to the strong CP problem. Three contemporaneous and independent papers
[39–41] pointed out this issue already in 1992. In order to avoid the problem, couplings to
gravity must be suppressed for operators up to dimension ten, i.e. Planck scale operators
with dimensions between five and nine, which might otherwise be added to a renormalizable
theory, must be avoided. One of the three papers [41] made a start to constructing a GUT
which enforced the needed suppression of dangerous operators. In the present article we
explore further such a theory especially with respect to predicting not only a QCD axion
but also an ultra-light Stueckelberg pseudoscalar candidate for dark matter.
The method to disallow operators of dimensions between five and nine is to choose an
appropriate GUT gauge group and irreps for the matter fields. In [41] the proposal was
to use an N = 1 supersymmetric theory with GUT gauge group E(6) × U(1)X and
fields in irreps 27+1, 27−1 and 3510, where the subscripts designate the corresponding
X-charges. The only term allowed in a renormalizable superpotential is 27+127−13510
and the resultant theory possesses a global U(1)PQ symmetry with PQ charges +1 for the
27’s and −2 for the 351. The key point is then that the lowest dimensional terms in the
effective lagrangian which are E(6)×U(1)X gauge invariant and break global U(1)PQ are
276, 3516 and (27.27.351)2 all of which correspond to dimension 10 as required. This
leads to an invisible axion in the mass range between 1 µeV and 1 meV and an acceptable
solution of the strong CP problem.
Instead, we shall build a non-supersymmetric GUT model based also on a gauge group
E(6) × U(1)X which contains an invisible axion which solves the strong CP problem
similarly to the supersymmetric model outlined in [41], but now contains in addition an
ultra-light Stueckelberg psudoscalar which can play the role of dark matter as in [9].
The U(1)X starts out as an anomalous U(1)X and the anomaly is then cancelled by the
inclusion of additional Wess-Zumino terms as in [16, 26]. These give rise to the ultra-
light interactions between the Stueckelberg pseudoscalar and the gauge fields of the model
via the two typical (b(x)/MS)FF˜ anomaly counterterms. Such interactions are naturally
inherited by χ after a rotation from the gauge to the mass eigenstates in the scalar CP-odd
sector [13, 16, 27].
4 The Model
One of the earliest phenomenologically promising superstring theories [42] was the heterotic
string based on the gauge group E(8)×E(8). In this special case, compactification of six
spatial dimensions on a Calabi-Yau manifold gives rise naturally [43] to an E(6) gauge
GUT theory. Several alternative GUT groups including SU(5) and SO(10) have since
been derived from alternative superstring theories with various compactifications. In the
case of E(6) each fermion family appears in a 27 irreducible representation of E(6). By
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itself and unadorned, such a gauge theory has no chiral anomaly. E(6) has the advantage
that a simple E(6) GUT with an invisible axion is already known and it is this pre-existing
model which is the skeleton on which we append the new ultra-light particle. We shall
be further inspired by superstring theory via the Green-Schwarz mechanism [44] which
will underly the cancellation of an additional anomaly and give rise to our ultra-light
Stueckelberg pseudoscalar. The point is that an anomalous abelian U(1) has a non-
vanishing one-loop triangle diagram with Stueckelberg gauge bosons at each of the three
vertices. The Green-Schwarz mechanism cancels this one-loop diagram by a tree diagram
involving a pseudoscalar which has vertices coupling it to both one and two gauge bosons.
This additional particle will provide the needed ultra-light dark matter.
We build a model theory with gauge symmetry E(6) × U(1)X where the original field
of [45] is anomalous with respect to U(1)X and therefore requires for consistency the
introduction [16] of a Stueckelberg gauge field Bµ and a Stueckelberg pseudoscalar field
b(x) as will be discussed in detail below.
The three chiral familes will be assigned under E(6)× U(1)X respectively to
27X1 27X2 27X3 , (9)
in which the charges Xi (i = 1, 2, 3) are to be determined.
Absence of the U(1)3X and E6 × U(1)2X anomalies then would require that
1=3∑
i=1
X3i = 0,
3∑
i=1
Xi = 0, (10)
which need to be violated in order to compensate with a Wess-Zumino term for the restora-
tion of the gauge symmetry of the action.
The scalar sector of the model contains two 351Xi (i = 1, 2) irreducible representations,
where the U(1)X charges Xi need to be determined. We note that 351 is the antisym-
metric part of the Kronecker product 27 ⊗ 27 where 27 is the defining representation of
E(6).
Denoting a 351X conveniently by the 2-form Aµν = −Aνµ with µ, ν = 1 to 27, the most
general renormalizable potential in LE6 is expressed in terms of two 2-forms A(1)µν and A(2)µν
of U(1)X of charges x1 and x2 respectively.
Let us denote the 27Xi of Eq.(9) by Ψµ with µ = 1 to 27. Then the full lagrangian in-
cluding the potential V , which will be specified below, has an invariance under the global
symmetry
A(1)µν → eiθA(1)µν A(2)µν → eiθA(2)µν Ψµ → e−(
1
2
iθ)Ψµ, (11)
which is identifiable as a Peccei-Quinn symmetry which is broken at the GUT scale when
E(6) is broken to SU(5) as discussed in [45], giving rise to an invisible axion in the mass
range from approximately 10−12eV to 10−2eV and providing a solution to the strong CP
problem. We couple A
(1)
µν to the fermion families (27)Xi i = 1, 2, 3, choosing in Eq. (9),
e.g. X1 = X2 = X3 = +1, with the X-charge of A
(1) fixed to X = −2. The second scalar
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representation A(2) is decoupled from the fermions, with an X−charge for A(2) which is
arbitrary and taken for simplicity to be X = +2. The coupling of the fermion spectrum
to U(1)X is anomalous and consistency of the theory requires anomaly cancellation by
addition of the Stueckelberg field b(x), by the inclusion of (8). The potential is then
expressed in terms of three E6 × U(1)X invariant components,
V = V1 + V2 + Vp, (12)
where
V1 = F (A
(1), A(1)) V2 = F (A
(2), A(2)), (13)
with V1 and V2 denoting the contributions of (351)−2 and (351)+2, expressed in terms of
the function [45]
F (A(i), A(j)) = M2GUTA
(i)
µνA¯
(j)
µν
+ h1 (A
(i)
µνA¯
(j)
µν
)2 + h2 A
(i)
µνA¯
νσA(i)στ A¯
τµ
+ h3 d
µνλdξηλA
(i)
µσA
(i)
ντ A¯
(j)
ξσ
A¯(j)
ητ
+ h4 d
µναdστβdξηαdλρβA
(i)
µσA
(i)
ντ A¯
(j)
ξλ
A¯(j)
ηρ
+ h5 d
µναdσβγdξηβdλαγA
(i)
µσA
(i)
ντ A¯
(j)
ξλ
A¯(j)
ητ
+ h6 d
µναdστβdαβγd
γζξdξηζdλρχA
(i)
µσA¯
(j)
ξλ
A(i)ντ A¯
(j)
ηρ
, (14)
in which dαβγ with α, β, γ = 1 to 27 is the E(6) invariant tensor.
Due to the asymmetric X-charge assignment and the presence of two scalar sectors, then
we are allowed to introduce the extra contribution, which is allowed by symmetry
Vp = M
2
GUTA
(1)
µν A¯
(2)
µν
e
−i4 b
MS + e
−i8 b
MS
[
(h1 (A
(1)
µν A¯
(2)
µν
)2 + h2 A
(1)
µν A¯
(2)
νσ
A(1)στ A¯
(2)
τµ
+ h3 d
µνλdξηλA
(1)
µσA
(1)
ντ A¯
(2)
ξσ
A¯(2)
ητ
+ h4 d
µναdστβdξηαdλρβA
(1)
µσA
(1)
ντ A¯
(2)
ξλ
A¯(2)
ηρ
+ h5 d
µναdσβγdξηβdλαγA
(1)
µσA
(1)
ντ A¯
(2)
ξλ
A¯(2)
ητ
+ h6 d
µναdστβdαβγd
γζξdξηζdλρχA
(1)
µσ A¯
(2)
ξλ
A(1)ντ A¯
(2)
ηρ
]
+ h.c. (15)
and which becomes periodic at the GUT scale after symmetry breaking, similarly to the
case considered in [11,24]. This potential, in our case, is expected to be of nonperturbative
origin. In particular, the size of the contributions in Vp, generated by instanton effects at
the GUT scale, are expected to be exponentially suppressed.
4.1 The periodic potential
The breaking of the E6 × U(1)X symmetry at MGUT can follow different routes such as
E(6) ⊃ SU(3)C × SU(3)L × SU(3)H , the 351′ or E(6) ⊃ SU(5). In the first case
(351) = (1, 3∗, 3) + (1, 3∗, 6∗) + (1, 6, 3) + (3, 3, 1) + (3, 6∗, 1) + (3, 3, 8) +
(3∗, 1, 3∗) + (3∗, 1, 6) + (3∗, 8, 3∗) + (6∗, 3, 1) + (6, 1, 3∗) + (8, 3∗, 3) (16)
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of which the colour singlets are only the 45 states for each of the two (351)Xi
(1, 3∗, 3)Xi (1, 3
∗, 6∗)Xi (1, 6, 3)XI i = 1, 2. (17)
Bearing in mind that, for SU(3)L ⊃ SU(2)L, 3∗ = 2+1 and 6 = 3+2+1 we see that there
are exactly nine colour-singlet SU(2)L-doublets in the (351
′
)−2 and 9 in the (351
′
)+2, that
we may denote as H
(1)
j , H
(2)
j , with j = 1, 2 . . . 9, which appear in the periodic potential in
the form
Vp ∼
12∑
j=1
λ0M
2
GUT(H
(1)†
j H
(2)
j e
−4igB bMS ) +
12∑
j,k=1
[
λ1(H
(1)†
j H
(2)
j e
−i4gB bMS )2 + λ2(H
(1)†
i Hi)(H
(1)†
i H
(2)
j e
−i4gB bMS )
+λ3(H
(2)†
k H
(2)
k )(H
(1)†
j H
(2)
k e
−i4gB bMS )
]
+ h.c., (18)
where we are neglecting all the other terms generated from the decomposition (16) which
will not contribute to the breaking. We assume that such potential, which is allowed by
the gauge symmetry, is instanton generated at the GUT scale, with parameters λi’s which,
as already mentioned, are exponentially suppressed.
For simplicity we will consider only a typical term in the expression above, involving
two neutral components, generically denoted as H(1) 0 and H(2) 0, being all the remaining
contributions similar. In this simplified case the axi-Higgs χ is generated by the mixing
of the CP odd components of two neutral Higgses. We parameterize such components in
polar form as
H(1) 0 =
1√
2
(√
2v1 + ρ
0
1(x)
)
e
i
F
0
1 (x)√
2v1 H(2) 0 =
1√
2
(√
2v2 + ρ
0
2(x)
)
e
i
F
0
2 (x)√
2v2 , (19)
where we have introduced the two phases F1 and F2 of the two neutral Higgs fields and the
two vevs v1 and v2, which in our case are of O(MGUT). Equivalently, the potential can be
described in terms of the imaginary components of H(1) 0 and H(2) 0. In this case, denoting
with q1 and q2 the two U(1)X charges of the two Higgses, the diagonalization of this sector
by an orthogonal matrix Oχ allows to rotate the Stu¨ckelberg field and the CP-odd phases
of the two Higgs doublets into the mass eigenstates (χ,G 01 , G
0
2 ). They correspond to a
physical (gauge invariant) axion χ and to two Goldstone modes G01 and G
0
2. We indicate
with Oχ the orthogonal matrix which allows to rotate them on the physical basis
G10G20
χ

 = Oχ

ImH0dImH0u
b

 , (20)
with
Oχ =


v2
v
v1
v
0
− gB(q2−q1)v2v21
v
√
g2
B
(q2−q1)2v22v21+2M2Sv2
gB(q2−q1)v22v1
v
√
g2
B
(q2−q1)2v22v21+2M2Sv2
√
2MSv√
g2
B
(q2−q1)2v22v21+2M2Sv2√
2MSv1√
g2
B
(q2−q1)2v21v22+2M2Sv2
−
√
2Mv2√
g2
B
(q2−q1)2v21v22+2M2Sv2
gB(q2−q1)v2v1√
g2
B
(q2−q1)2v21v22+2M2Sv2

 (21)
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χ inherits WZ interaction since b can be related to the physical axion χ and to the Gold-
stone modes via this matrix
b = Oχ13G
1
0 +O
χ
23G
2
0 +O
χ
33χ, (22)
Here v =
√
v21 + v
2
2 and the explicit expressions of the mass eigenstates, in this simplified
case are
G10 =
1√
v21 + v
2
2
(v1, v2, 0)
G20 =
1√
g2B(q2 − q1)2v22v21 + 2M2S (v22 + v21)
(
−gB(q2 − q1)v2v
2
1√
v21 + v
2
2
,
gB(q2 − q1)v22v1√
v22 + v
2
1
,
√
2MS
√
v21 + v
2
2
)
χ =
1√
g2B(q2 − q1)2v21v22 + 2M2S(v22 + v21)
(√
2MSv1,−
√
2MSv2, gB(q2 − q1)v2v1
)
. (23)
The potential Vp is periodic with respect to the linear combination of fields
θ(x) ≡ 4gB
MS
b(x)− 1√
2v1
F 01 (x) +
1√
2v2
F 02 (x), (24)
and can be rotated to the physical basis in the CP odd sector with the same matrix Oχ.
It is proportional to the physical axion χ(x), modulo a dimensionful constant (σχ)
θ(x) ≡ χ(x)
σχ
, (25)
where we have defined
σχ ≡ 2v1v2MS√
g2Bv
2
1v
2
2 + 2M
2
S(v
2
1 + v
2
2)
. (26)
Notice that σχ, in our case, takes the role of fa of the PQ case, where the angle of
misalignment is identified by the ratio a/fa, with by a the PQ axion. The two Goldstone
modes generated by Oχ, in two different linear combinations, are absorbed one by the
anomalous gauge boson and the other by a neutral gauge boson generated by the breaking
of the GUT symmetry. Therefore, generalizing this procedure, the structure of Vp after
the breaking of the E6 × U(1)X symmetry can be summarised in the form
Vp ∼v1v2
(
λ2v
2
2 + λ3v
2
1 + λ0M
2
GUT
)
cos
(
χ
σχ
)
+ λ1v
2
1v
2
2 cos
(
2
χ
σχ
)
, (27)
with a mass for the physical axion χ given by
m2χ ∼
2v1v2
σ2χ
(
λ¯0v
2
1 + λ2v
2
2 + λ3v
2
1 + 4λ1v1v2
) ≈ λv2 (28)
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with v1 ∼ v2 ∼ v ∼MGUT . It is quite straightforward to provide estimates for σχ and mχ.
Assuming thatMS, the Stueckelberg mass, is of the order ofMPlanck and that the breaking
of the E6 × U(1)X symmetry takes place at MGUT ∼ 1015 GeV, (e.g. v1 ∼ v2 ∼ MGUT )
then
σχ ∼ MGUT +O(M2GUT/M2Planck), m2χ ∼ λ0M2GUT, (29)
where all the λi’s in Vp are of the same order. Being Vp generated by an instanton sector,
then λ0 ∼ e−2pi/α(MGUT), with the value of the coupling 4πg2B = αGUT fixed at the GUT
scale. If we assume that 1/33 ≤ αGUT ≤ 1/32, then e−201 ∼ 10−91 ≤ λ0 ≤ e−205 ∼ 10−88,
and the mass of the axion χ takes the approximate value
10−22 eV < mχ < 10
−20 eV, (30)
which is in the allowed mass range for an ultralight axion, as discussed in recent analysis
of the astrophysical constraints on this type of dark matter [9].
5 Discussion
The strong CP problem is one of the biggest difficulties for the standard model and the
QCD axion provides the most elegant and simple known solution. However, the allowed
mass range for this particle is 10−12 eV ≤ ma ≤ 10−3 eV. The lower bound arises from
the requirement that the Peccei-Quinn breaking scale be below the Planck scale. The
small scale (≤ 10 kpc) anomalies of cold dark matter require an even lighter axion-like
particle with 10−22 eV ≤ m′a ≤ 10−20 eV, clearly non-overlapping with the QCD axion
mass range, and so suggests we require at least two different axion-like particles. Inspired
by the Green-Schwarz mechanism, a second axion-like particle (χ) occurs naturally in
the present model from the cancellation of an anomalous U(1)X gauge symmetry via a
Stueckelberg pseudoscalar which shifts under this symmetry, and therefore both these two
axion-like states may exist in Nature and should be sought for by experiment.
The QCD axion can be sought, as now, by terrestrial experiments while the ultra-light
pseudoscalar probably can be inferred only from astronomical observations concerning
dark matter and their comparison with numerical simulations. The importance of our
new model is that it shows how one can have, in the same theory, both an axion which
solves the strong CP problem and an ultra-light axion which provides a cold dark matter
candidate. We hope to return with a more extended analysis of this scenario in some
related work.
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